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MediaMarkt’s birthday egg-stravaganza!  

Loads of egg-stra free gifts and shopping fun at 

MediaMarkt over Easter 

Ingolstadt, 10.04.2019: MediaMarkt is turning 40 this year – and is 

celebrating its landmark birthday with a series of brilliant promotions! 

The next one will take place over Easter: from 5pm on 10 April 2019, 

everything at MediaMarkt will be revolving around MediaMarkt’s 

birthday egg-stravaganza! And there’ll be birthday presents galore, for 

whenever customers purchase certain articles from prestigious 

manufacturers, they’ll receive an additional top-quality product from 

MediaMarkt’s range free of charge. Make sure you read the current flyer 

carefully since it contains full details of all the items available. This 

promotion will run until 23 April 2019 at all German MediaMarkt stores 

and the MediaMarkt online shop. And those who still want more can 

enter the draw for a MediaMarkt birthday shopping dash worth up to 

€10,000! 

 

http://www.mediamarkt.de/
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Still on the hunt for Easter presents for your nearest and dearest? If so, get 

down to Germany’s number one consumer electronics retailer, where you’re 

bound to find what you’re looking for during MediaMarkt’s birthday egg-

stravaganza! In addition to gorgeous Easter gifts, there are plenty of 

giveaways, too. For example, LG’s 55-inch UHD LED TV now comes with a 

free high-quality LG soundbar. And that’s just one of the many brand-name 

TVs now on offer with an attractive free gift! 

Easter egg-citement throughout the store! 

The Easter Bunny will be leaving some wonderful surprises in MediaMarkt’s 

other departments, too. For example, Garmin’s Vivosmart 4 fitness activity 

tracker comes with a free KOENIC Smoothie Maker while the Apple Watch 4 

is accompanied by a pair of JBL Bluetooth headphones. MediaMarkt will also 

be augmenting certain items for a stylish home with some amazing 

egg-stras. For example, a portafilter coffee machine from De’Longhi is now 

supplemented by a free milk frother, anyone buying a Dyson rechargeable 

handheld vacuum cleaner will be rewarded with a Philips steam cleaner, and 

MediaMarkt will be throwing in a matching robot mop with iRobot robot 

vacuum cleaners. Moreover, to make sure customers don’t get bored over 

Easter, the entertainment department is well stocked and in a very generous 

mood! For example, buyers of a Nintendo Switch will receive a free 

accessory pack consisting of a bag and a screen protector. And there’s a 

wealth of surprises in store for those buying films, games or music albums. 

Free shopping: The MediaMarkt birthday shopping dash 

If you still haven’t had enough of the tons of offers and free gifts, there’s one 

more amazing highlight from MediaMarkt over Easter! Customers who spend 

at least €50 during the promotional period can enter the draw for an 

unbeatable free shopping experience in May: the MediaMarkt birthday 

shopping dash. Sign up on http://www.mediamarkt.de/feierlauf and enter 

your name, the number of your till receipt, and your email address. Four 

http://www.mediamarkt.de/feierlauf
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lucky winners will be drawn from all the entrants. They’ll be invited to launch 

their spending spree at a MediaMarkt store sometime in May, when they’ll 

have 90 seconds to collect as many items as possible up to a maximum 

value of €10,000 per participant – with no aids allowed! Just imagine taking 

part – now wouldn’t that be egg-straordinary?! 

 

 

About MediaMarkt 

MediaMarkt, Germany’s and Europe’s number one consumer electronics retailer, was founded in 1979, 

and is nowadays managed as an independent retail brand under the auspices of the MediaMarktSaturn 

Retail Group. The company currently operates 275 stores in Germany and employs more than 15,000 

people. All in all, the over 850 MediaMarkt stores in 13 countries throughout Europe have a total 

headcount of approximately 45,000. MediaMarkt consistently applies its brand core ‘Pleasure’ to its 

product range, pricing, customer advice and services. Its declared aim is to make MediaMarkt the most 

pleasurable place for consumer electronics – anytime and anywhere. In addition to a constantly up-to-

date range of brand-name items at permanently low prices, its successful concept includes personal 

advice and a comprehensive portfolio of services. MediaMarkt has positioned itself as a successful 

multichannel provider and thus combines the advantages of physical and online retail under a trusted 

brand. 


